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Any recommandation for a Darvas Box Scan ?

Can anyone recommend a scan for Darvas Box candidates? (All time high, relatively low float) Thank you

darvas  scans

For reference:

http://www.thepatternsite.com/Darvas.html

I have just tested the scan for the furthest it can go back: 1000 days, so roughly 4 years...

As for Darvas itself, it is pattern-based, so I guess Stockchart's scan engine could not recognize it...

Furthermore, its success rate seems to be controversial, and not as profitable as stated by the title of the book... so....

I use finviz.com for what I call my Darvas searches. My search criteria are: 1. Stocks only 2. ROE over 15% 3. EPS

Q/Q > 30% 4. Sales Q/Q > 30% 5. Average Volume > 100,000 6. Stocks 0-10% from new highs and stocks making

new highs 7. Optional - you could also add Performance Year + 100% (I search with then also without this criteria)

Once I obtain a preliminary stock list, I check stocks on my list each with IBD Stock Checkup and only choose those

stocks that are a top stock (in the top 3 or 4) in a top industry group (usually top 50 or better) with EPS and Relative

Strength greater that 80, preferably greater than 90. I check a stock chart for price and volume action. I want to see

that a stock acts in a healthy way, increases on higher volume with very few sell-offs on higher volume in recent past

(6 months to a year). I also usually reject stocks with large price swings, because I like to manage risk with with stops

and money management. Large price swings are more likely to exceed my risk tolerances. Then I have a list of stocks

I would invest in. All I need for these are entry points. I use http://www.sportswithin.com/sportingWithStocks.jsp which

is a site that determines a stock's Darvas box entry points.
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well there is certainly something to be said for the fact that Darvas traded in the 50s, and it's a different world and

market now.

Whether Darvas strategy still works, I will just try to answer based on what StockCharts.com scans can do. After

reading Darvas' book a few years ago, I recall that, in my understanding, it took at least 6 days to establish the box.

I.e., new 52-week high not breached for 3 days, at least 3 days to establish low, then 3 more days without that low

being breached.

The following advanced scan should demonstrate how to establish a Darvas box according to his rules:

[6 days ago high = max(260,high)]

and [3 days ago min(3,low) = min(6,low)] and [type = stock]

This looks for stocks that made a new 52-week high 6 days ago, then the low was made within 3 days of that new

high and has held since. Tweak number of days and add other conditions if you wish. This morning (09/19/2012), this

scan resulted in the following stocks that look like decent candidates to me: MDAS, PPHM, VQ, FO.X

Once the box is established, then watch the set of stocks and buy the next break-out to new 52-week high and watch

for new box to be established for determining if you stop-out, hold, or add to your position per Darvas' rules.

Possibly others might disagree with my approach, or even interpretation of Darvas strategy, but the scan code might

give a useable framework.

Thank you for the helpful article ta4u. I guess I should have been clearer in my question. I was wondering if anyone on

stockcharts scans for Darvas conditions, and if so how?

The article misses some of Darvas finer points, namely he was only concerned with stocks that made an all time high,

and they were in a new industry (like say cloud computing, social media, etc.).

I was curious to see if anyone had a way to scan stockcharts for stocks reaching all time highs? Or do you just scan

52 week high, and then check to see manually if it's also an all time high?
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